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The Advanced Light Source upgrade project (ALS-U) is a diffraction limited light source which requires on-axis swap-out injection to meet performance goals. 

Stripline kicker magnets (see Swenson poster) and the associated pulsers are critical technologies used to swap a single train of beam bunches between an 

accumulator ring and the storage ring without deflecting adjacent bunches in the storage ring. Bipolar inductive voltage adders (IVAs) with solid state switches are 

being developed to drive the kicker magnets with 5-6kV pulses which are 50ns wide and have <10ns rise and fall times.

The Deep Underground Neutrino Experiment (DUNE) is a 

leading-edge international experiment for neutrino science and 

proton decay studies.

The ProtoDUNE experiment is prototyping the DUNE Far 

Detector in a test at CERN to measure the response to a low 

energy charged particle beam.

To provide a path for the beam to enter the cryostat and into the 

active TPC region with minimal scattering and energy loss, a 

liquid argon displacement beam plug is installed between the 

cryostat wall (ground) and the TPC field cage (-165kV). The 

beam plug is a cylindrical glass-fiber composite pressure 

vessel, about 50cm in length and 20cm in diameter, filled with 

nitrogen gas. To minimize the risk of electrical discharges, the 

beam plug is a resistively graded structure divided into 6 

sections, each of which is bonded to stainless steel grading 

rings. 

The beam plug is currently being tested at Fermilab in a 35 ton 

liquid argon cryostat (picture at far right). 

The LUX-ZEPLIN (LZ) detector is a two-phase liquid xenon detector 

designed to detect WIMP dark-matter particles with world-leading 

sensitivity.  

The field cage is a resistively graded high voltage structure consisting 

of titanium grading rings and resistors embedded in Teflon 

insulators/reflectors. The field cage internal volume is the region where 

interactions create free electrons which drift vertically and are 

extracted into the electroluminescence region for light collection.

The delivery of high voltage to the LZ cathode grid is a challenge due to its large scale, 

cryogenic operating temperature, and radiopurity requirements. The cable enters through a 

side port of the cryostat and approaches the cathode grid within a resistively graded 

structure. This minimizes electric fields and excludes liquid xenon from the highest field 

regions, since a small amount of electroluminescent light is detrimental to detector 

performance. A high voltage test platform allows for full-scale tests of the cathode high 

voltage grading structure in liquid argon, which is an affordable proxy for liquid xenon.
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2D Quickfield model for 180kV: 

Emax in LAr = 15.7kV/cm

Emax in N2 = 14.4kV/cm
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Low triple point electric fields in kV/cm

3D Ansys/Maxwell model showing 

<40kV/cm for 100kV on the cathode

A prototype kicker magnet has been installed in the ALS 

storage ring (see left image) and driven by a prototype 

IVA to demonstrate the system with beam. The second 

IVA design iteration (model shown above) will simplify 

the design and further improve the rise and fall times.
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